RPS AV Day via Zoom Nov 21st 2021
starting at 10.30 (Zoom doors open 10.00)
Speaker: Sheila Haycox MPAGBAV ARPS EFIAP
Timetable
The meeting starts at 10.30 ( Zoom Doors 10.00) with attendees’ sequences. This
is your chance to show off your work and get some kind, helpful comments on
improving it or maybe just saying how wonderful it is. This is always an important
and enjoyable part of our day so please send in your AVs.
Please send your sequences to Tony Collinson using WeTransfer
Tony’s email address is tcollin798@aol.com
Please do not send any AVs until after Sunday Oct 24th
The meeting is free of charge BUT you must book in advance by emailing
me.
Bryan Stubbs

bryan@stubbsav.com 0113 2661448

If you wish to send a sequence please include on the email the title and the length
of it. Sequences will be accepted on a first come first served basis.
The deadline for applications is Sunday Nov 14th.
I will send out a Zoom link a few days before the meeting.
We will break for lunch about 13.00 and Sheila will speak to us at 14.00.

Speaker: Sheila Haycox MPAGBAV ARPS EFIAP
Photography has been my main hobby since 1986 and I belong to two clubs in Devon plus AV
Groups. I am a past Chairman of Exmouth Photo Group and also a past Secretary for 18 years
and set up their website in 1999 and now their webmaster.
My first foray into AVs was when I used to take the grandchildren out on trips and would put the
photographs to music of “their choice” which of course was completely the wrong music but they
still watch them 20 years later just for a laugh. I then started taking Audio Visual more seriously
and of course in the first instance just put images from my trips to music. My first successful AV
was Return to Paris to which I added narration and still stands the test of time. I have been
inspired over the years by going to AV festivals and competitions and am finding that the AV
world is progressing so much, particularly since Covid, Zoom has opened up so many
opportunities for learning and encouraging more and more still image photographers.
Over the years I have gained distinctions in both prints and AVs. I have two ARPS Distinctions,
one in prints and one in AV which I gained in 2012. A DPAGB in AV was awarded in 2011 and
was very pleased to be awarded an MPAGB/AV in 2016 and now find that I am doing more and
more in the AV world.

I have also been fortunate enough to have won a few awards in the various AV International and
National competitions I have entered and was not only delighted but stunned to have been
selected as Champion Audio Visual Worker in the Tauranga Photographic Society 2021 AV
Salon.
I thoroughly enjoy doing presentations to clubs which are usually a variety of different genres of
AVs as I like to offer something for everyone, which could be documentaries, humour, photo
harmony and nature.
I make AVs to entertain people, they are not all by any means competition AVs but do make a
variety of different types of AV.

